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ABSTRACT  

 

 A novel method for improving low-frequency performance of Balanced Antipodal 

Vivaldi antennas (BAVA) is presented in this paper. A traditional BAVA is modified by 

introducing loading structure i.e., set of slot-loads. So the modified antenna exhibits 

symmetric radiation patterns in both the E-plane and H-plane in addition to the gain varying 

from 9 to 13dBi in the operating band of 6–18 GHz. The simulation results are compared for 

BAVA with and without loading structure both operated with in the frequency range of 6-18 

GHZ but achieve more antenna gain by addition of loading structure. 

  

Key words: Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (BAVA), Ultra-wide-band antenna, slot-

loads. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Over a past few years Ultra-wide-band (UWB) antennas have an increasing demand in the 

fields of communication, RADAR and electronic warfare systems [6]. So it is necessary to 

design an antenna for such systems that must be compact and lightweight for portability.  In 

addition to these requirements such as compact size, gain stability, low cross polarization the 

wide band operation also considered. From antenna theory [7], it is clear that there are mainly 

two types of UWB antennas satisfying this requirement. Among them one is a horn antenna 

and the other is Tapered slot antenna (TSA). But the size of a horn antenna at Ultra-wide 

band frequency is generally larger. It is unfavorably to use such bulk antenna in practical 

applications especially in hand-held detection system.   

TSA is best candidate to meet such requirements. Vivaldi antenna is a kind of tapered slot 

antenna having exponential tapered profile, which provides large bandwidth and end-fire 

radiation patterns. The Vivaldi antenna [1] was first proposed by P. J. Gibson in 1979. Here 

the transition from microstrip to slotline restricts further extension of bandwidth. 
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Furthermore, asymmetrical feed structures produce a high cross polarization with in the 

operating band of frequencies. The antipodal version of the Vivaldi antenna [2] overcomes 

the problem of the bandwidth limiting transition.  This uses a tapered microstrip to symmetric 

antipodal stripline transition. It overcome the problem of bandwidth limitation but it unable to 

reduce the cross polarization with in the operating band of frequencies. The advancement of 

antipodal Vivaldi was the balanced antipodal Vivaldi [3]. This uses a stripline to balanced 

slotline transition.  It has less cross polarization level with in the operating band of 

frequencies. 

In recent literatures various kinds of wideband BAVAs are presented. All these techniques 

are limited to improve the gain at high frequencies [4]. This paper presents a novel method 

for improving the antenna gain especially at low frequencies by introducing loading structure 

i.e., slot-loads. With this modification, is proved that it has capability of improving the low-

end radiation characteristics [5]. 

 

2. FORMULATIONS 

The exponential flare of Vivaldi antenna was designed by using the equation  

            ……. (1) 

 

At a given wavelength λ, the antenna radiates from a point on the curve of flare defined by  

       
 

 
             ..…… (2) 

In practice, for a given frequency the antenna does not radiate from a single point, but 

radiates from a small portion along the curve of the flare [2].  The requirement for getting 

constant beamwidth is that the length of this section be in directly proportional to the 

wavelength. Thus the gradient of flare is directly proportional to wavelength.  BAVA was 

designed by using the data give in this section. Initially antenna was designed for UWB 

applications that will describe in section-3. Further gain was enhanced for designed UWB 

antenna that will describe in the same section. The simulation results for both the antennas 

with and without loading structure using HFSS tool will show in section-4. 

 

3. ANTENNA DESIGN: 

a. BAVA without slots: 

BAVA consists of three Copper layers which are separated by two substrate materials. The 

middle copper layer is called as conductor layer and remaining two layers are called ground 

layers [3]. Antenna feed is a gradual transition between stripline and tri-stripline transmission 

line and radiate through the aperture created by exponential flares of antenna.  

 
Fig.1: Structure of Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna 
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Fig.2: Geometry of Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna 

The BAVA has a size of 84(L) × 44(W) × 1.6(h) mm
3
 and constructed by using two 

substrates (Rogers RT /duroid 5880 each of thickness = 0.8mm and permittivity εr = 2.2 and 

loss factor tan δ = 0.0009).  

 

Curve Equations: 

In Fig.2 Wg, Ws and Wa are widths of ground layers, central conductor and antenna 

aperture respectively. Lt and La are lengths corresponding to transition and antenna aperture. 

Dimensions for design an antenna is given in Table 2. 

From equation (1), the exponential curves ya, yf, yt expressed in terms of taper rate R and 

other parameters A, B, C as follows 

                   ……. (3) 

In the above equation, A = scaling factor, R = exponential rate, B = shifting value and C = 

offset for three curves (yt, yf and ya) is given in Table 1. 

The opening rate (R) decides operating frequency band and gain as well so it critical factor 

for antenna design.  As the opening rate R increases, operating frequency band increases. 

However, the gain decreases as well. So the operating rate chosen without compromising 

gain and bandwidth.  

Table 1: coefficients for three curves (yt, yf and ya) 

 

CURVE 

PARAMETER 

R Aa,f,t (mm) Ba,f,t (mm) Ca,f,t (mm) 

ya 0.05 -3.33 Lt + Lts 2.12 

yf 0.3 -126 Lt + Lts -1.03 

yt -0.03 -0.01 0 -1.1 
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Table 2:  Design parameters of the BAVA 

parameter dimension (mm) parameter dimension (mm) 

L 84 La 60 

W 44 Wa 38 

Lt 23 Ws 2.24 

Lts 1 Wg 10 

 

b. BAVA with loading structure 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the geometry of BAVA with loading structure. In this section a new 

technique was introduced in order to enhance the gain antenna further. In this technique, a 

loading structure i.e., set of slot loads introduced to the designed UWB antenna. These slot 

loads are incorporated on the edges of the flaring of antenna; this can be achieved by cutting 

square slots from the edges of exponential flare for three copper layers. The length is same 

for every slot and each slot separated from other by equal distance. The slot loads on the 

edges of the exponential flare, work like a resistive loading [5], due to which current 

distribution more in to the fingers (positions remaining after cutting slots) which contribute 

the end-fire radiation patterns. Due to the effect of loading structure, the gain of the antenna 

at low frequencies increases significantly in the end-fire direction. 

The advantage of adding slot-loads 

 Due to the change of the current flow, i.e., the current distributes more in to the fingers 

instead of the flare edge, actually producing more directive radiation pattern than the 

original antenna. 

Loaded slots will decrease the return loss of the antenna, particularly at relative the low- 

and high-frequency range. 

 
Fig.3: Geometry of BAVA with loading structure 

 For different sizes of slot load which found to have little impact on the low frequency 

performance. For most appropriate performance improvement, slot- load dimensions are 

taken as a = b= 5mm. The dimensions for designing the BAVA with loading structure are 

listed in below Table 2. 
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4. SIMULLATION RESULTS 

a. Return loss | S11 |: 

A loading structure was introduced for improving low frequency gain without effecting 

return-loss.  It has been shown that the return loss results in less than 10dB from 6-18 GHz.  

It is clear that satisfactory return loss across a wide band necessarily result in an antenna 

along with satisfactory gain across the band. By comparison of antenna with and without 

loading structure, the return loss of antenna with loading structure is less when compared 

with antenna without loading structure. The simulated reflection coefficients of the original 

BAVA and the BAVA with loading structure antenna are shown in Fig.4. Both antennas 

operate over a 6 to 18 GHz band and but modified antenna less reflections. Due to this 

BAVA with loading structure can achieve maximum gain in the boresight direction. 

 

 
Fig.4: Frequency response of the return loss of the BAVA without and with loading structure 

 

b. Radiation patterns: 

                            
     18 GHz     18 GHz 

                                         
     16 GHz     16 GHz 
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     14 GHz     14 GHz 

 

                      
     10 GHz     10 GHz 

 

                                  
      6 GHz      6 GHz 

Fig. 5: E- plane and H-plane Radiation patterns of BAVA without (left) and with (right) 

loading structure 

 

From these radiation patterns it is concluded that the antenna with loading structure has less 

radiation in the directions other than desired direction.  

 

c. Performance of BAVA with and without loading structure 

The variation of the realized gain of the proposed BAVA   with and without loading 

structure with respect to frequency is shown in Fig.6.  From this plot it is observed that due to 

the loading structure on the edges of flaring, the realized gain of the antenna improved 

significantly at lower frequencies. Due to the loading structure, radiation minimizes in the 

direction other than the desired direction which results in the improved gain and directivity of 

antenna in the bore sight direction. The BAVA with loading structure have improved lower 

frequency gain can be used for applications like microwave imaging and radars.
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The expansion of the low-end working band indicates the proposed BAVA with loading 

structure is able to improve the end fire directivity in lower frequencies compared to the 

original design. 

 

5. CONCLUSION: 

A high gain Vivaldi antenna has been proposed in this paper for microwave imaging and 

radar applications. The BAVA with loading structure is designed by introducing slot loads on 

the edges of BAVA. This technique improves the low frequency gain of antenna in bore sight 

direction. Therefore, the proposed antenna covers the bandwidth from 6GHz to 18GHz and 

can be used in high range radar applications when used in array configuration, microwave 

imaging applications.  
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